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I f you are the head of a sportswear brand slated to come to India in six months 
with the pressure to make your presence felt in a hyper-competitive market that 

existing players like Nike, Puma, Asics, Adidas, Reebok and the like, have already 
captured, what will you do? Okay, let’s add another layer to this: say you have a 
marketing budget of `600 crore for a period of three years. Then what will you do? 

No one’s judging you if you said, ‘Simple. Just hire a big, popular sports star to 
endorse the product’. Now, the next question is, which sport should you pick this 
lucky ambassador from? The knee-jerk response in the context of our country is 
cricket... and again, if you thought of ad land’s reigning athlete Virat Kohli, you’re 
probably in the majority. Except, your strategy has nothing in common with that 
of Chinese sportswear brand Li-Ning, founded by Chinese gymnast Li Ning in 
1990.

Recently, Li-Ning signed baddy champ Kidambi Srikanth for a whopping `35 
crore for a period of four years. Then came the real clincher; the brand cracked an 
endorsement deal with shuttler PV Sindhu at a record price – `50 crore for four 
years. To put that in perspective, sample this deal: Puma has got Virat Kohli on 
board for `110 crore for eight years.

These numbers are remarkable for two reasons. Firstly, team Li-Ning foresees 
the propensity of badminton to become one of the hottest sports in India in the next 
few years. Li-Ning wants to position itself not as a badminton gear brand but as a 
sportswear brand. In fact, by 2021, the team expects only 10 per cent of its revenue 
to come from badminton related products. 

And secondly, the fact that Sindhu has bagged a meatier deal than her male peer 
is a giant leap forward for those invested in narrowing the pay gap between male 
and female endorsers.
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TATA NEXON

Remember Maruti Suzuki’s 
famous ‘Kitna Deti Hai?’ 
campaign. Through its 

quirky proposition, India’s largest 
car manufacturer claimed to make 
India’s most fuel-efficient cars. What 
if a rival questions this sentiment, 
albeit rhetorically, as part of its own 
campaign to perhaps promote a 
feature(s) of its own product? Is 
it controversial or simply catchy 
advertising? That’s something we 
were curious about when Tata 
Motors took a jibe at Maruti-Suzuki 
in a new spot.

Recently, Tata Nexon became the 
first made and sold in India car to 
achieve Global NCAP’s (National 
Car Assessment Plan) coveted five-
star crash-test rating. Hence, in its 
latest ad film - #SafetyFirst - the auto 
major put it to customers to ask the 
‘right questions’ while purchasing a 
car - “Kitni Safe Hai?” rather than 
“Kitna Deti Hai?”

Through this campaign, Tata 
Motors emphasizes the importance 
of vehicle safety. The brand aims at 
provoking the thoughts of today’s 
customer and questions their outlook 
towards safety. It thereby urges them 
to prioritise safety while purchasing 

a vehicle, before considering 
functional parameters.

“We felt this was an opportune 
time for rolling out this campaign; 
keeping in mind the increasing 
number of fatalities in India per 
year due to road accidents. As a 
responsible brand, we wanted to 
highlight this important issue to the 
Indian consumer. Delivering India’s 
safest car (NEXON) gave us the 
confidence to walk the talk,” says 
Vivek B Srivatsa, head - marketing, 
passenger vehicle business unit, Tata 
Motors.

The campaign created many 
conversations on social media with 
the brand hashtag #SafetyFirst 
trending on Twitter during the 
Republic Day weekend. It reached 
out to an audience of over 18 million 
across digital platforms and received 
more than 2 million video views 
across social media platforms.

Scripted and created by 

WATConsult, the campaign 
primarily focuses on reinforcing 
the thought of “safety first” for 
potential car buyers and overall, takes 
a thought-leadership stance across 
segments for existing owners.

“While we agree that ‘Kitna Deti 
Hai?’ is common verbiage when 
enquiring about a vehicle’s mileage, 
we believe that it’s time people shift 
their focus towards considering 
safety as the top priority when 
choosing a vehicle. We were pretty 
confident about the message we 
aimed to communicate. Hence, there 
were hardly any challenges while 

executing the campaign,” says Kavita 
Natarajan, regional head (west) - 
operations, WATConsult.

The major campaign outlay was 
focussed on digital promotions. 
However, in today’s day and age, no 
medium exists in isolation. So, the 
brand plans to use a mix of one or 
two or maybe all media, depending 
on the need of the campaign.

TAKING THE COMPETITION 
HEAD ON

India is all set to witness a flurry 
of off-roaders this year - Nissan 
Kicks, Mahindra XUV300, Hyundai 
QXI, Kia SP and MH Hector. The 
compact SUV segment is one of 
the fastest growing in the Indian 
automobile industry today with over 
3 lakh C-SUVs (Compact SUV) sold 
last year.

Launched in September 2017, 
Nexon made a strong entry into 
the category and as per SIAM data, 

has secured the second position in 
the C-SUV segment. With average 
sales of 4500 units/month, more than 
70,000 Nexon models are currently 
running on Indian roads. “Tata 
Nexon has captured the imagination 
of customers from all geographies 
in the country. It is positioned as 
a youthful, urbane and exciting 
offering within the C-SUV market 
and has a strong presence in this 
segment. However, the style quotient 
of the Level Nex SUV makes it the 
preferred choice in urban markets,” 
says Srivatsa.

At present, Tata Motors has a 
strong countrywide presence with 
750 outlets and it plans to expand its 
network with 50 more in FY-19. The 

company plans to expand its network 
to 2,000 outlets in the next five 
years and create more opportunities 
to service its customers. This will 
include executing new systems, 
forming new service models, 
targeting niche segments through 
mobile service concepts, and even 
virtual dealerships across remote 
areas of India.

But is it looking at a global 
launch too beyond the neighbouring 
countries? “We initially focus 
on shoring up demand for all of 
our products within India and, 
depending on the response, launch 
a model outside the country. Nexon, 
particularly, was launched in some 
of our neighbouring countries such 
as Nepal, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh 
and has been well received in each of 
these markets,” informs Srivatsa.

IS IT THE CORRECT ROUTE?
We asked the experts if by taking a 

dig at Maruti Suzuki’s famous ‘Kitna 
Deti Hai’ campaign, Tata Motors 
will be able to create a level playing 
field for Tata Nexon in the C-SUV 
segment.

According to Ramesh Narayan, 
founder - Canco Advertising 
and former president IAA India 
Chapter, in world of increasingly 
“perfect-competition”, the key 
to any successful product and 
communication is a differentiator. 
Tata Nexon has gone the ‘safety’ 
route; a bold and sensible route. He 
says, “Volvo has built its portfolio 
around safety for years. Taking a dig 
at the competition simply gives ‘free’ 
recall to the first mover.” Naresh 
Gupta, managing partner and chief 
strategy officer, Bang in the Middle, 
is of the opinion that as the challenger 
brand, one has no option but to get 
cheeky. He says, “If Burger King is 
cheeky in fighting McDonald’s, Tata 
can be cheeky in its fight against 
Maruti and Hyundai. I am sure Tata 
Motors has deliberately targeted the 
known communication properties of 
its competition. And done it well.”

As far as taking on the competition 
is concerned, Gupta says, “It’s an 
open space for car brands; there isn’t 
a brand where safety is a core value 
that they communicate. Whether 
Tata can appropriate safety as a value 
will need to be watched.”n

sunit.roy@afaqs.com

Running in Safe Mode
In a new spot that highlights vehicle safety, Tata Nexon takes a dig at Maruti’s famous ‘Kitna Deti Hai?’ line. By Sunit Roy

With average sales of 4500 units a month, over 
70,000 Nexons are currently on Indian roads.

“Delivering India’s 
safest car - NEXON 

- gave us the 
confidence to
walk the talk.”

VIVEK B SRIVATSA
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BRANDS AND SPORTS MARKETING

The triumph in the New 
Zealand ODI series has 

brought the spotlight back on the 
men in blue. With the upcoming 
cricketing calendar packed with 
opportunities, both home and 
away, the cricketing season is all 
set to turn up the summer heat. 
Be it Dhoni’s lightning-speed 
stumping or the seamers’ knock-
out-spell, everything seems to be 
going swell for the Indian Cricket 
Team. The fans – both men and 
women - are high on hopes with 
the upcoming Australia series, 
expecting another washout of the 
Aussies on home turf. The sum-
mer will also host VIVO IPL 2019 
and ICC Cricket World Cup 2019 
- two of the biggest crowd-pulling 

and cash-minting sporting events 
are being held back-to-back!

With the upcoming blockbuster 
cricketing calendar, viewership 
numbers are set to skyrocket. The 
young and aggressive line up of 
players have consistently proven 
their athleticism irrespective of the 
soil colour. The bygone Test win 
against the Aussies and the recent 
ODI victory against the Kiwis 
have bought India back into the 
radar. Before the conglomeration 
of cricket (VIVO IPL 2019 and 
ICC Cricket World Cup 2019) 
begins, the Indian Cricket Team 
will take on Australia at home 
in two T20s and five ODIs. The 
annual T20 extravaganza- VIVO 
IPL 2019 will commence from 

23rd March. The summer will 
end with the ICC World Cup 
2019, which will showcase 10 
teams jousting against each other 
to win the esteemed trophy. 
With the perfect blend of world- 
class cricket, entertainment and 
glamour, brands will be eyeing 
these two opportunities, to reach 
the maximum consumer base.        

Cricket’s  reach is  massive 
in India.  During VIVO IPL 
2018, over 603 million viewers 
were glued to broadcast ing 
channels and an additional 202 
million on the online streaming 
platform Hotstar.  With such 
a humongous reach,  brands 
are more than willing to jump 
on the brand visibility wagon 
to mileage this event, which 
acts as a brilliant opportunity 
to reach out to more than 
half the country. The diverse 
TG including sizable women 
viewers makes these events every 
marketer’s favourite. According 
to reports ,  the broadcaster 
has already cashed-in around 
`700-750 crore in sponsorship 
from 9 brands namely Coca-
Cola (Co-presenting partner), 
PhonePe, MRF, Maruti Suzuki, 
Polycab, Parle Products, Future 
Group, Dream 11, and Cover 
Fox.  Brands and marketers 
across domains are anticipating 
lip-smacking returns. 

What’s interesting and 
surprising is the involvement of 
women in the ‘gentlemen’s game’. 
Women who are commonly 
stereotyped in the ‘saas-bahu’ 
adoring category, have made a 
drastic shift towards sports lately. 
Cricket reaches out to over 225 
million women in just 100 days 
which the GECs managed over a 
year. Moreover, as per BARC 2018 
data, the top 50 shows watched by 
women are all cricket matches. 

With respect to the ever-buzz-
ing VIVO IPL, the viewership 
pattern has been fairly dominat-
ed by women (47% share) in the 
VIVO IPL with a 3.5x leadership 
margin in the prime time spot. 
The last season - VIVO IPL 11  
had the highest ever TVR among  
women. GECs which have 
forever ruled the TV screens, 
face tough competition in the 
VIVO IPL days, wherein among 
females its prime time reach is 
77% upwards than any other Hindi 
GEC. The diversification in the 
viewership has further strength-
ened the tournament’s backbone by 
making room for women-centric 
brands who, with confidence and 
strong numbers can now comfort-
ably participate with guaranteed 
reach.  

Sharing her views on how 

gender-oriented brands can 
associate with IPL, Suparna 
Mitra, Chief Marketing Officer, 
Watches and Accessories, Titan, 
said, ‘Over the years, IPL has only 
grown from strength to strength 
and has reached a stage today 
wherein from a largely single 
TV household driven environ-
ment, the IPL has become the all 
encompassing Prime Time fam-
ily viewership property. Today, 
there is a uniform increase in 
impressions (20-30%) across 
female audience regardless of 
age groups and affluence levels. 
This is also down to the influx 
of IPL on a whole host of mass 
Hindi and regional channels that 
have always had high female 
viewership.’

Commenting on how IPL 
gives opportunities to reach out 
to a huge number of women for 
marketers, Mitra further added, 
‘Of our three brands that were 
part of the IPL last year, we had 
two unisex product offerings - FT 
Reflex & FT Singles. Through 
the IPL campaign we were able to 
reach out to 30% affluent  female 
audiences in the age groups 
of 20-30. Of the 30% female 
audiences that we reached, 63% 
were able to recall the brand. 
Another interesting insight is 
that in our respective brand TGs 
when we see the ratings split by 
gender, last year’s IPL delivered 
on average 23% more ratings in 
the female audiences we reached 
with our campaign.’

Cricket has grown to become 
a sentiment for the nation. It is a 
sport which binds people together 
irrespective of gender, ages or socio-
economic background. Brands are 
leveraging it to make the audience 
land in their court. The colossal and 
diverse TG makes this sport a mar-
keters favourite and a safe platform to 
bet on with ponder-free results. 

Events like VIVO IPL offer 
a wholesome package which is 
one of the prime pointers in 
making it a constant audience 
aggregator.  The mammoth 
growth in viewership and 
revenue are sheer examples of 
hearts and pockets - fans and 
brands, it has touched. More 
importantly, the diverse reach 
makes it suitable for brands 
across the domains.

Additionally, with the ICC 
World Cup 2019 following soon 
after, the nation will be on its feet 
to support its favourite blue jersey. 
Sentiments will ride high and so 
will the brands on nationalism 
and advertising, with marketers 
expecting a bang for a buck and 
the nation wishing to bring home 
the trophy again. n

From GECs to cricket; 
the major shift in 
women viewership
In the prime time spot, Indian Premier League (IPL) has 
reached out to 77% more women than any other Hindi GEC.

“

Suparna Mitra
Chief Marketing Officer, 
Watches and Accessories, Titan

“Over the years, IPL has only grown from strength to 
strength and has reached a stage today wherein from a 
largely single TV household driven environment, the IPL 
has become the all encompassing Prime Time family 
viewership property.



Hot beverage brand Horlicks’ 
latest ad film doesn’t 
highlight the product, but, 

instead, it’s packaging. The ad film 
doesn’t feature a single shot of a 
hot mug with the beverage, make 
a mention of the taste or even talk 
about the product’s nutritional 
benefits. The ad does, however, 
showcase its packaging jars which 
usually have a life-after-Horlicks as 
household containers. The brand 
makes an attempt to ride on the 
penetration of Horlicks in Indian 
Households.

As part of the campaign, Horlicks 
urges parents to share a ‘bottle of 
love’ by registering on its website 
www.bottleoflove.in. After filling out 
the relevant details, the brand would 
send an empty bottle to the mother 
to fill with things she wants to send 
and then help deliver the bottle to 
her child.

The ad is the second instalment of 
the brand’s #FearlessKota campaign 
which weaves its narrative around 
the academic stress on children 
preparing for their entrance exams, 
away from home at coaching centres 
in Kota, Rajasthan. The campaign 
was launched last year when the 
brand took mothers on a surprise 
visit to meet their children. This year, 
the brand got involved with mothers 
to help them deliver their children’s 
favourite items (food etc.) to their 
hostels. This could be also considered 
the brand and the agency’s attempt at 
building a creative franchise around 
‘#FearlessKota’ campaign. 

Also, usage of ‘academic stress’ and 
‘exam pressure’ as ideas in ads is not 
new. Aerated beverage brand Mirinda 
had used a similar narrative in its 
campaign ‘#ReleaseThePressure’ in 
2017. Even Horlicks has played it up 
on previous accounts.

The brand’s brief to its agency was 
to make the #FearlessKota campaign 
bigger and connect mothers and 
children all over the country. 

Swati Bhattacharya, CCO, FCB 
Ulka, the agency that crafted the 
ad film, says that the agency used 
the insight that a majority of Indian 
kitchens do not use Tupperware or 
PET containers to store things. It is 
mostly jars of brands like Horlicks 
being reused as containers in the 
kitchen. “We looked for ways of 
how the brand could say that during 

exams or stress periods, children not 
only need physical nutrition that can 
be provided by Horlicks but also 
emotional nutrition, which is love. 
This could be in the form of a 
kid’s favourite food or other items,” 
Bhattacharya adds.

The film was shot in 12 states 
with students from Kota and their 
mothers. The challenge was shooting 
the interviews. “We would meet a 
mother and she would be fine with 
the interview, but the next day when 
we went to her house to shoot, she’d 
say that her husband doesn’t want 
her to face the camera,” Bhattacharya 
outlines.

When asked about the agency’s 
attempt at building a creative 
franchise and riding on the age-
old academic/exam stress narrative, 
Bhattacharya responds, “We need to 
reinvent different ways of creating 
a dialogue with these kids year-on-
year. Exam stress or tension is an idea 
that Horlicks has worked with for 
the last decade.”

Speaking about the absence of 
the product in the ad, Vikram Bahl, 
executive vice president - Marketing, 
GSK Consumer Healthcare India, 
says, “It is no longer limited to 
product placement, the horizons 
have now expanded to how a brand 
connects with the audience and 
resolves an issue at hand.”

Bahl reveals that Horlicks 
continues to remain the market 
leader in the nutrition segment with 
a 54 per cent value share (Nielsen, 
June’18). “While there are other 

campaigns around exam stress, with 
this campaign, Horlicks empowers 
parents to eliminate locational 
barriers and enables them to share 
their dose of love across the country,” 
he adds.

INDUSTRY SPEAK
“Since I’ve gone through a similar 

experience, I can completely relate 
to the pressure and sacrifices that 
children in Kota would be going 
through. Receiving something from 
a loved one is something that can 
keep you smiling for days. The core 
idea of the campaign is beautiful  
and well-executed,” says Aalap Desai, 
senior creative director, Dentsu 

Webchutney. “The video - as well 
as the edit - doesn’t deviate from the 
insight in any way and holds onto 
the story beautifully. The product 
has been placed in a way that it 
doesn’t come across as a pain-point. 
It merges into the story fairly sweetly 
and that is what adds to the charm 
of the film. I think it is a bold step 
for the brand to use the packaging 
in this light. That’s why this piece 
stands out. This is one of those good 
examples we can quote in meetings 
where something bold was done not 
for sales, but for brand affinity,” 
Desai adds.

Amit Shankar, NCD - Publicis 
Capital, says, “Every year, lakhs of 
students go to Kota chasing their 
medical and engineering dreams. 
They live under immense pressure. 
With students taking the extreme 
step, the issue had to be addressed. 
Mothers can provide the shoulder 
to cry on during this crucial phase. 
And Horlicks, as a brand, has taken 
the right path by showing how 
much a family is needed around the 
individual at that time.”

Digital marketer Shubhomoy 
Sengupta is of the opinion that the 
ad is a good film for the brand, 
but not for the layman consumer. 
“The pressure of exams and kids 
committing suicides is a negative 
thing. Kota is one of the worst places 
for children. It might feel good to 
watch the ad on a screen, but if a 
child is going through all this, it 
is not a good thing to see. Being a 

parent, I know what stress can do to 
a child,” Sengupta says.

“The ad fails to reach the heart of 
the problem that is the flaw in the 
education system which measures 
children in terms of examinations. 
The ad acknowledges all of that 
instead of striking at it,” he explains.

“The brand must be happy with 
the usage of the Horlicks jar amid 
the mother and child bond. The 
absence of the Horlicks product is a 
good thing. Everyone today knows 
what Horlicks is and the brand isn’t 
competing. Keeping it subtle in 
the highly emotional area is a good 
thing,” Sengupta signs off.n

abid.barlaskar@afaqs.com

Old Bottles Story
When packaging takes centrestage. That is brand penetration for you. By Abid Hussain Barlaskar
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The film was shot in 12 states and the  
challenge was shooting the interviews.

HORLICKS

“It is not product 
placement. The 
horizons have 

expanded to how a 
brand connects with 

the audience and 
resolves an issue.” 

VIKRAM BAHL

7afaqs! Reporter, February 16-28, 2 0 1 9



Sujit Nair, Chairperson and Managing Editor 
of HW News Network, is an ex-ad man who 
has spent 27 years building brand strategies and 

campaigns including the ones for political parties and 
politicians. In his candid interview with Debashish 
Chakraborty of afaqs! Nair talks about his latest news 
venture – HW News. With meteoric success that 
spans to half a million YouTube subscribers and 10 
million plus monthly views and in a short span of one 
year, HW News today provides 2 hours of prime time 
content to US-based cable television ITV Gold. He 
boasts about his team of first time journalists who in 
spite of hailing from diverse backgrounds are the reason 
behind the channels fresh perspective and stupendous 
growth. He also adds the limitations of today’s media, 
his measures on combating fake news, and his strategy 
to stand ahead of the competition in a cluttered market. 
Edited excerpts...

What led to the birth of HW News?
The media today is broadly bifurcated into 

the right wing and left wing. It is not what it 
is meant to be. I have always believed that a 
consumer of news should have information 
and opinion at their disposal. This is, however, 
not the present scenario. Today, the news is 
tweaked to fit one’s beliefs. There was a massive 
gap between the news published and what was 
actually happening. Media was offering what 
people wanted to hear. The element of unbiased 
views is missing and that’s where we have 
found our niche; disseminating news which is 
unbiased and in which information precedes 
opinion. 

At HW News we make sure that information 
offered by us is unaltered and unbiased. 
Irrespective of what our individual beliefs are, 
we make sure our stories are never influenced 
by them. A combination of information, data, 
knowledge, and, opinion is what we offer and 
will continue doing so. 

In a cluttered market, what differentiates 
HW News? What drives people at HW 
News and you?

We do not have an ideology and yet the 
only ideology we follow is distributing news 
where information precedes opinion. If I were 
to support any particular ideology other than 
this, I would have started a political outfit 
instead of a news channel. This differentiates 
us and in this highly cluttered market, we have 
an engagement rate of 80% for our editorial 
videos on our English YouTube channel. This 
is new, refreshing, and possible due to our 
belief of how a news channel should be. We’re 
opinionated as well, but we never let it cloud our 
news. Here, we haven’t used any rocket science 
but stuck to simple yet effective information 
backed opinions. What we have created here is 
something that does not impose any belief on 
the viewer but rather informs them and let them 
take their own decisions. With a collective effort, 

what we have created is what has helped us to 
outshine and stand out. Also I firmly believe that 
ideologies are meant for political parties.When 
news portals start promoting ideologies they 
change into political portals. The moment we 
get biased, we’ll be digging our own graves. 

There is a growing concern of fake news 
being propagated especially on social 
and messaging platforms. What are the 
measures taken by HW News to tackle any 
fake news you might accidentally cover?

The birth of fake news happens when one 
starts to propagate one’s ideology. Recently, The 
Hindu showed half a portion of a document in 
a way which implicated BJP. Later, the party 
showed the complete document and complained 
about the misrepresentation of information. 
The fact is when you are an ideology based 
communication platform you would want to sell 
your ideology and as a corollary to it, create news 
around it. News should never be a one-sided 
story. Our stories have the views and opinions 
of both parties. One of our biggest stories was 
a 59-minute episode where we shared our 
views with the audience and also published the 
opposite party’s side. The video went viral and 
strengthened our proposition of combating fake 

news: to shed light on both sides of the story.

From being an executive director at Lowe 
Lintas to being the chairperson of a News 
channel how has this transition been for 
you and what made you change the path?

My decision to move from advertising to 
journalism was governed by my inclination 
towards political analysis. After I left my job, 
I observed that political journalism was mired 
with favoritism and Indian politics was being 
approached and narrated likewise especially after 
2004. Barkha Dutt was named as a pro-Congress 
and Rajat Sharma a pro-BJP. Inclination 
towards a certain dispensation does not mean 
highlighting everything pro and neglecting the 
other side. This was ridiculous and I wanted to 
change it.

Who all were part of the initial team and 
what’s the road map for HW News? What 
do you see in the future?

We started with three people. Akhilesh 
Bhargav, who is an economist, financial expert, 
and a chartered accountant, Ganesh Jagtap, who 
is an investor, and I. Akhilesh was the only one 
who used to write on economics and politics 
and has been an author and a contributor to a 
number of magazines and newspapers. Today 
we have an employee-strength of 104 people 
across the country. With most of us being first-
time journalists, curating refreshing ideas and 
the genuine art of storytelling has contributed 
the most to our commendable growth. We 
didn’t have big shots with us until now when we 
have Vinod Dua and Abhisar Sharma with us.

The past, present, and the future of HW 
News have and will be driven on three levels: 
on a personal level we are honest with our work; 
on a professional level we’ll remain true to our 
brand proposition. And on the business level, 
we are definitely focusing more on videos than 
articles as the former has worked better. We 
are video-centric and the future is definitely in 
IPTV which we think is going to be very big in 
India soon.

Any plans of using native advertising when 
it comes to IPTV and getting on board 
some brands?

Of course! This perception that advertisers 
generally influence the digital channel is a 
complete sham. I have been in advertising for 27 
years and have given multi-crore release orders 
to various channels. I have never called and 
requested them to support any political party 
or politician. We are a hardcore commercial 
channel and we’ll look at advertising proposals 
thoroughly. We already have some advertisers 
on board and are looking forward to give value 
ads to brands. n 

e e

“Ideologies are meant for political parties. When 
news portals start promoting ideologies they change 
into political portals” 

SUJIT NAIR,  
CHAIRPERSON AND 

MANAGING EDITOR,
HW NEWS NETWORK
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From selling movies through 
video cassettes to distributing 
blockbusters in multiplexes, 

content curator, aggregator and 
distributor Shemaroo Entertainment 
has come a long way since its 
inception in 1962. The five-decade-
old organisation has forayed into what 
is often called the newest form of 
entertainment - digital video. Titled 
- ShemarooMe - the entertainment 
studio’s video on demand (VOD) 
platform was formally launched 
yesterday. 

Shemaroo already has a 
formidable digital presence through 
its wide bouquet of offerings on 
YouTube, a platform which has 
250 million monthly active users in 
India. Shemaroo’s flagship channel 
- ‘Shemaroo’ - has 14 million 
subscribers while its music channel 
- ‘Shemaroo Filmi Gaane’ - has 19 
million.

“Overall, we see 90 million 
monthly active users viewing 
our videos on YouTube,” says 
Hiren Gada, CEO, Shemaroo 
Entertainment. “We know what this 
90 million like to consume and 
understand their behaviour and this 
is the audience we are launching 
ShemarooMe for,” he adds. 

ShemarooMe will follow a 
freemium business model where 
some of its content will be available 

for users to stream for free. That 
content will be monetised through 
advertisements. At the same time, 
the platform will put its movies 
and other original content behind 
a paywall which subscribers will be 
charged for access. 

ShemarooMe will provide 
seven categories to consumers - 
‘Bollywood Classic’, ‘Bollywood 
Plus’, ‘Gujarati’, ‘Kids’, ‘Bhakti’, 
‘Ibaadat’, and ‘Punjabi’. Viewers can 
subscribe to individual categories 
for `49 per month or `499 per year 
while the all-access monthly pack is 
priced at `99 per month and `999 
per year. 

Shemaroo owns over 5,000 hours 

of curated content (3,700 plus titles) 
across various languages and genres, 
“The existing library played a vital 
role in the way we categorised 
our offering,” says Gada. There 
are already so many players in the 
digital video ecosystem, but Gada is 
not worried about ShemarooMe’s 
late entry into the fray. “Indians 
may like Pizza and Pasta, but they 
love Indian food. ShemarooMe is 
that Indian food; we don’t intend to 
create fiction shows like the others 

in the space and that distinguishes 
us from the rest,” he adds.

ShemarooMe’s original content 
will be documentary series around 
films and chat shows where 
modern-day stars interview heroes 
from yesteryears. When it comes to 
‘Bhakti’ and ‘Ibadaad’, the platform 
will bank on live streaming from 
various shrines across the country 
and its library of Bhajans. The 
content team will create chat shows 
and darshan videos too.

“We own 70 per cent of the 
Gujarati content that exists in 
the market today. These include 
movies, Gujarati nataks, short-
form series etc. So that was an 

obvious choice for us,” says Zubin 
Dubash, COO, Digital at Shemaroo 
Entertainment. Shemaroo’s Gujarati 
channel on YouTube has 1.3 million 
subscribers and is one of the largest 
Gujarati channels on Google’s 
VOD platform. Going forward 
the platform will experiment with 
vernacular content in other regions.

“The affluent small-town 
audience in tier II and tier III 
markets is what we are going after. 
Our content will always appeal to 

the masses. As far as kids’ content is 
concerned, we provide a restricted 
access option so that parents can 
relax when the kids are watching,” 
says Dubash.

Shemaroo Entertainment has 
appointed a new set of people to look 
after the technology, distribution 
and sales of the new platform 
while marketing and content are 
handled by people who have been 
working on these verticals for 
Shemaroo Entertainment. “This is 
an experiment where we are trying 
to connect to the consumer directly 
and today’s market dynamics are 
such that it allows you to experiment 
in the digital space,” says Gada. He 
adds, “We will invest whatever is 
necessary, but at the same time, we 
will be cautious. We don’t want to 
get to a situation where it becomes 
either work out or burn out.”

Shemaroo Entertainment 
reported a `28-crore profit in the 
quarter ending on December 31, 
2018. Its revenue from operations 
in the same quarter were `146.66 
crore, down from `158.10 crore in 
the quarter ending in September 
2018.

So, is this digital launch to raise 
the valuation? “We have never 
thought about it. Digital gives us an 
opportunity to connect with more 
B2B partners and an additional way 
to communicate directly with our 
consumers,” asserts Gada, who is 
not thinking about selling off at all.

In terms of marketing the new 
platform, Shemaroo will use its 
existing YouTube channels as they 
are the lower hanging fruits it wants 
to acquire initially. “If you release a 
new show, you create a marketing 
plan around it. What marketing can 
you do for people to come and 
watch a classic? We have a marketing 
budget and we are open to spending 
ad dollars, but before that, we need 
content which we can market,” says 
Dubash.

Between international giants, 
Netflix and Amazon Prime Video 
and broadcaster’s OTT platforms 
Hotstar, Voot, Zee5, SonyLIV and 
studios’ digital platforms - Eros Now 
and ALTBalaji, how ShemarooMe 
manages to carve a niche for itself 
remains to be seen. n

anirban.roychoudhury@afaqs.com

SHEMAROO

Ready to Fight the Big Boys

Shemaroo owns over 5,000 hours of curated 
content across various languages and genres.

The VOD platform, ShemarooMe, is live with content across seven categories. 
Can it take on the biggies? By Anirban Roy Choudhury 

Big launch day: (from left) COO Digital 
Zubin Dubash, CEO Hiren Gada and 
actor Tiger Shroff
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JOY PERSONAL CARE

Anushka Sharma, Bharti Singh 
and Mouni Roy… When you 
read these names, endorsing 

a common brand is probably not 
what comes to mind. But they have 
all worked as ambassadors for Joy 
Personal Care in the past. Recently, 
OTT actress Mithila Palkar has been 
signed on to represent their new 
line of products. “We wanted her 
as an endorser because she’s a big 
influencer with India’s youth today,” 
Poloumi Das, CMO of RSH Global 
told us. “It’s no longer about being 
famous or a part of Bollywood. When 
it comes to Mithila, the context we’re 
setting her up in is very relevant for 
millennials and as a brand, I need to 
represent myself as someone who is 
evolving with my consumers.”

The target group (TG) for their 
product varies for each product, as 
does the TG for every ambassador 
they choose. “TG for face wash 
might be slightly younger than the 
TG for a body lotion. Anybody above 
30 is my major target audience; you 
can say 25-30 onwards is a segment 
that goes for most lotions. For a face 
wash or a sunscreen, it’s a slightly 
younger crowd. Brand Joy looks to 
serve women who stay in Tier II city 
of our country who are aspirational 
in their own rights,” she explains.

Das emphasizes that the products 
are not so aspirational that they’re 
out of the consumers reach, “It’s not 
only products that are made for the 
red carpet. We cater to the Bhaarat 
Janta by making affordable products 
with great efficacies,” she says.

Joy signed Anushka for the 
facewash category, while Bharti 
Singh and Mouni Roy represented 
the lotion category. “We do not sign 
on a celebrity and think of creating 
an ad around her. We first craft the 
brand story and then find out who 
to pick,” says Das. With comedienne 
Bharti Singh, Joy chose the theme: 
‘why can’t an overweight woman 
be beautiful?’ “If I’m an oversized 
woman whose having similar 
feelings, I’ll relate,” she explains. 

When it comes to Mouni Roy, 
the theme tackled was that beauty 
with brains is a rare combination. 
“Her personality lent very beautifully 
to that concept. A lot has been said 
about her work on Naagin but the 
fact is, very few people know that 

she is a Jamia graduate. It’s the brand 
story that gets featured with the 
celeb. Anyone who sees my brand 
should be able to get a gist of the 
cultural language that my brand is 
speaking in,” Poulomi says.

Some industry experts weighed in 
on Joy’s strategy…

Rinal Shah, Brand Strategy 
Manager, Schbang 
Celebrity endorsement has been 
adopted as a common marketing 

strategy by brands to build 
brand association and increase 
awareness & recall. However, it is 
not common practice for brands to 
work with different endorsers from 
different backgrounds. I believe there 
is no harm having multiple endorsers 
over a period of time but the brand 
needs to maintain consistency in 
their communication.

Such a strategy may also dilute 
the brand messaging and the impact 
of the brand ambassador. It is a good 
strategy to select one ambassador 
that truly fits the brand’s philosophy 
and carry out lasting associations 
with them. There is an advantage of 
having single celebrity endorser for 
the brand over time as they create a 
relationship with the audience and 
gives a personality to the brand. 

Rajiv Dhingra, Founder & CEO, 
WATConsult
I think a brand can go with different 
brand ambassadors when it’s 
targeting different audiences. The 
whole messaging and the film is 
more important than just having 

a representative. I don’t think that 
there is a hard and fast rule that 
a brand can only have one brand 
ambassador. In today’s world 
brands are open to experimenting 
with brand ambassadors and seeing 
which one actually works for each 
category. Given the diversity of 
India there is an opportunity to 
look at multiple brand ambassadors 
and look at them in phases.  
I think this has more to do with 
obviously the costs of land 
ambassadors as they become bigger. 
It may also stem from the fact that 

they are looking for lifespan of a 
brand ambassador only for one 
to two years. They want to stay 
relevant... I think it’s very strategic 
and operational when it comes to how 
brand ambassadors are leveraged. 
One brand ambassador for five years 
is an exception to the norm.

Today digital audiences are 
big and they identify with digital 
characters. Mithila has done movies 
like Karwaa so they know that this 
is a person who is going to become 
bigger. So they take those bets and 
get them as brand ambassadors early, 
so that they can leverage their ads 
even further when they become big 
actors. OTT is a space where you 
will find people being leveraged as 
brand ambassadors for a very niche 
audience, a youth audience and that’s 
what Joy is targeting.”

Rajiv also points out that Chunky 
Panday’s daughter Ananya Panday 
has been signed on by Lakme India 
even before her first movie has gotten 
released. The bets start early when it 
comes to endorsements, it seems. n

aishwarya.ramesh@afaqs.com

The Shades of Personal Care

“I believe there is 
no harm having 

multiple endorsers 
over a period of 

time but the brand 
needs to maintain 

consistency in their 
communication.” 

RINAL SHAH

A movie star, a TV star and an internet star have been associated with the same skincare brand as celebrity 
endorsers. By Aishwarya Ramesh
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MEDIA INNOVATION AWARDS FOR PUBLISHERS & BROADCASTERS

#miawards

CALL 
FOR 
ENTRIES
Last date to submit entries is February 24, 2019.

FOR INDIA’S 
MOST
INNOVATIVE
PUBLISHERS AND
BROADCASTERS

PARTICIPATING COMPANY TYPE
The participant could be one of the following:

Print newspaper or magazine

Television news channel (including business news)

Television entertainment channel (GECs, film, music, sports, kids etc.)

Radio station

Online (website, video streaming, audio streaming etc.)

CATEGORIES

MARKETING
The use of innovative marketing 
practices to enhance a media brand, 
create excitement around it and help 
it stand out from the competition.

DISTRIBUTION
The application of unique methods to 
get content or programming across 
to new audiences or to old audiences 
in a more convenient way.

WORKPLACE
Innovation is possible only if the work 
culture and environment are innova-
tion-friendly. This category of awards 
attempts to recognise distinctive ini-
tiatives in the workplace – be it the 
use of technology, design, training 
programmes or anything else – that 
give a fillip to innovation.

www.miawards.in
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EDITORIAL(PRINT)/ 
PROGRAMMING(TV, 
RADIO) / CONTENT(ONLINE):
The use of innovation to make the 
content more absorbing – this 
could be (for example) in the form 
of a new initiative, a change in 
design, in scheduling or in any 
other way.

For Sponsorship: 
Samarjit Singh: +91-9811436040

For everything else: 
Isha Dara: +91-9711084406 | Sudipto Adhicary: +91-9582938291 

Note: Five types of companies can participate in each of the four categories below. 
However, each company's entries will be judged only against companies of the same type. For 
example, an entry by a print publisher will be rated against only an entry of another print publisher 
- and NOT against entries from, say, a TV channel or a radio station.
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PATANJALI PARIDHAN

Jeans that are ripped just 
enough  - neither a millimetre 
less nor a millimetre more - 

to be ‘sanskaari’ are, so as to keep 
the Indianness of men and women 
intact.” These are words that helped 
Baba Ramdev grab quite a few 
eyeballs in a candid video interview 
with The Print (a Delhi-based 
media startup) in November while 
inaugurating Patanjali’s first apparel 
store ‘Patanjali Paridhan’ in Delhi.

Naturally, the internet was abuzz 
and Twitterati didn’t shy away from 
sharing their disdain pointing out 
that Patanjali even ousted Tommy 
Hilfiger jeans when it came to 
exorbitant prices. There were even 
reposts of an old video of the Baba 
making fun of western apparel.

The Indian market of ready-to-
wear and lifestyle brands is loaded 
with international rivals (Adidas, 
Nike, Puma, and Levi’s). We 
asked KN Singh, CEO, Patanjali 
Paridhan, how he thinks the brand 
distinguishes itself in the market to 
make its products viable. 

“It is true that several international/
MNC brands are present in today’s 
retail fashion segment in India; 
however, their business model is 
either direct retail or through brand 
licensing. Such business models 
have a major impact on the MRP 
of products which get loaded with 
licensing fees and/or the brand’s 
global expenditure, which generally 
makes the prices go up. In this 

market situation, viability may be 
counted on by factors like being 
fashionable/trendy and the quality 
of the products,” Singh explains, 
and adds, “At the Patanjali Paridhan 
store, we made a blend of Indian 
cultural traditions, handicraft and 
weaving while considering modern 
trends with product categories that 
are affordably priced.” 

Being a fairly late entrant to this 
segment, there’s no lack of older 
reference points for consumers which 
can pose a challenge to the product 
line. With so many similar players 
in the segment, perks like discounts 
can have a significant influence on 
consumers. Singh shares his take 

on tackling those challenges through 
advertising. “The advent of Patanjali 
Paridhan should not be considered 
a late entry as it has just begun its 
journey. Fashion and accessories are 
the second largest contributor to the 
overall retail industry, after food and 
groceries,” states Singh. 

Organised branded retailing holds 
a tiny percentile compared to the 
industry’s overall size and the irony 
is that imitators have the major 
market share. Patanjali Paridhan, is 
the latest addition in a long line of 
products launched by the company 

that focuses on ‘Swadeshi’ and all-
natural items. We were curious to 
know what layers of certification the 
product had to go through to acquire 
the ‘All Natural’ tag. Today, since 
there’s a renewed interest amongst 
consumers and brands to go ‘all-
natural’ does the brand plan to ride 
the same wave.

“Patanjali is known for its 
‘Swadeshi’ identity. We have also 
taken care of environmental causes 
and have thus ensured that most of 
our products are Azo-Free, APEO-
Free, NEEO-Free, and Accessories/
Fashion Jewellery are free from 
heavy metals like Nickel, Lead and 
Cadmium,” he says. Singh confirms 

that the brand has been sourcing 
from 90+ registered vendors who 
make and supply products following 
designs and developments created by 
them. It launched three sub-brands 
- Livefit, Aastha and Sanskar. These 
are apparel for men, women and 
children and range from denim and 
casual-wear to ethnic and formals. 
The brand also claims that symbolic 

of other Patanjali Paridhan online 
products, the clothing line will 
also be cheaper than other brands 
available in the market.

How does Singh assess the 
different media vehicles (OOH, 
Digital, TV) while parking media 
money. “Digital has maximum reach 
today. Upcoming fashion trends 
and our number of stores would 
definitely help us decide our media 
spending,” Singh responds.

About the fancy and rather 
vibrant treatment of the ad, Anil 
K Nair, managing partner, L&K 
Saatchi & Saatchi says that India is 
a country with kaleidoscopic textiles 
and design palettes, so it’s only fair 
to do justice to the same and be 
proud of its exciting textile heritage. 
The ad film was shot extensively in 
the south, north and west of India. 
Says Nair, “This is predominantly a 
digital-first campaign that will also 
be seen on TV, print, outdoor, radio, 
and amongst influencers. We are 
planning to follow an Indian calendar 
of festivals with events like Holi and 
Vasant Panchami, to celebrate with 
our consumers. We have activities 
and events planned both at the retail 
level and on digital.”

Is it ‘Sanskari’ enough? Would 
the ‘Swadeshi’ and ‘all-natural’ 
theme touch the traditional chord? 
We tasked the experts. To Athul 
Chathukutty, creative director, 
Happy mcgarrybowen, the pace, 
colours and energy are on point, very 
unlike anything Patanjali has put out 
so far. “And whether you like it or 
not, the song sticks,” he adds.

But somewhere it turns into 
yet another cardboard cut-out 
breakdown of India, packed with 
visual and apparel clichés. “And the 
less said about the last five seconds, 
the better,” he says with a smirk.

But, does this campaign offer 
any other reason to buy, except for 
its be-Indian-buy-Indian appeal? 
Jagdish Acharya, founder and creative 
head, Cut The Crap, explains, 
“Ethnicity does have the potential 
of a competitive platform, if not an 
edge. But there’s no effort to weave 
together a believable story here, no 
focused product line, no rooted 
support. The ad pastiches India while 
the apparel showcased is a khichdi of 
western and Indian ideas.” n

deepashree.banerjee@afaqs.com

What is it Trying to Say?
A look at the message in Patanjali’s new ad for its apparel wing - Paridhan. By Deepashree Banerjee

Perks like discounts can have a significant 
influence on consumers.

“Upcoming fashion 
trends and our 

number of stores
will help us
decide our

media spending.”
K N SINGH
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PUBG

PlayerUnknown’s BattleGrounds 
(PUBG) is a video-game so 
popular that PM Narendra 

Modi, mentioned it to strike a chord 
with young students. Last August, players 
tweeted screenshots of the game featuring a 
Mahindra tractor in the in-game world. 
A curious Anand Mahindra, chairman of 
business conglomerate - Mahindra group, 
responded asking, “I try to keep abreast 
of the latest happenings in the world, but 
what on earth is PUBG?” It’s a video-
game where 100 participants, virtually 
air-dropped on a secluded terrain, try to 
kill each other with advanced weapons. 
The last one/group standing is victorious.

Who made the game?
PUBG was developed by Korean 
video-game developer Bluehole and 
launched by its Chinese publisher 
Tencent. It was first launched in 
2017 for PC and gaming consoles. 
PUBG Mobile was launched in 
March 2018. Reportedly, it was 
later banned in China. Tech news 
website, Gadgets 360 cites a Tencent 
statement claiming PUBG Mobile 
has 30 million daily active users and 
200 million downloads.

What is the size of its business?
The game sells virtual products 
such as skins for weapons, vehicles, 
and outrageous or tactical outfits 
(depending on your personality) 
and also charges an entry fee (in 
real money) from players who wish 
to participate in championships. 
As per the information available 
on the Google Play Store, in-game 
purchases range from $39 to $16,300. 
Reports suggest that PUBG made 
$1.28 billion in 2018.

What platforms is it played on?
The action happens on PCs, Xbox 
One, PlayStations and smartphones/
tablets. While PC and console versions 
have to be bought, smartphone/tablet 
versions are free. The game can be 
played on mid-range smartphones, 
but Tencent came up with ‘PUBG 
Mobile Lite’ last December, a lighter 
version to make it more accessible.

What’s fascinating is the immense 
attention the game is getting from 

Indian players. Data from a report 
by internet service provider Jana, 
suggests that 91 per cent of Indian 
PUBG players play the game on 
smartphones and that 73 per cent 
of the total respondents played it. 
PUBG Mobile dominates Asia and is 
particularly popular in markets like 
India due to the scanty presence of 

PCs and consoles.

How did it come into being?
The game is an ‘Online Battle 
Royale’. The Battle Royale style 
was made popular by Hollywood 
movie Hunger Games (2012) in 
which characters are left on an island 
and are supposed to kill others to 
be the last one alive. Battle Royale 
first finds mention in a novel with 
the same title (Batoru Rowaiaru - 
1999) by Japanese author Koushun 
Takami. The novel features a war 
experiment where 50 school students 
are kidnapped, dropped into a remote 
location and are forced to kill one 
another.

How is it played?
In PUBG, the player first builds 
the character - name, gender, skin 
tone, outfit. The game is played in 
three modes across four maps (game 
worlds) in varying environments 
(forest, arid desert, snow). It is 
played in both FPS (First Person 
Shooter - from the character’s view) 
and TPS (Third Person Shooter - 
the character is visible on-screen). 

Players can choose to play solo 
or in teams of two, three or four. 
They can team up with friends or 
strangers while maintaining a steady 
conversation over voice-chat.

The game starts with players being 
dropped off via aeroplane. Weapons, 
armour, weapon accessories, 
backpacks, first aid kits are scattered 
across the game world and it requires 
a bit of exploring to gear up. Items can 
also be salvaged from collections of 
dead players. Players can use vehicles 
to travel across the game map and 
options range from jeeps to jet-skis 
and motorbikes with sidecars.

What makes it stand out?
Each game lasts for a little over 30 
minutes (apart from quick games) 
and players who have been killed 
can start over in a new game. The 
gameplay is laced with twists - planes 
periodically fly by dropping special 
weapons, camouflage and armour 
and at times rain bombs. A major 
twist in the game is that the zone 
of survival decreases every few 
minutes. Players outside the zone 
lose health points and ultimately die. 

Another in-game feature is reviving 
teammates. Players can get wounded 
- lose their ability to attack or use 
items while also losing a significant 
percentage of mobility, and get a 
second shot at survival if revived by 
teammate still alive. A team dies if all 
are knocked out at the same time and 
wins if it or one of its members is the 
last one alive.

PUBG’s creative director, 
Brendan Greene a.k.a. Player 
Unknown says that the game is the 
result of his vision of an ultimate 
Battle Royale game. He had earlier 
created games like Arma 2, DayZ 
Battle Royale, Arma 3 Battle Royale.

What is PUBG’s competition?
Fortnite: It is downloaded from 
Epic’s website and not app stores. 
Unlike PUBG, Fortnite supports 
cross-platform play, a player on a 
smartphone can compete with 
a player on a PC. As per reports, 
Fortnite: Battle Royale clocked $2.4 
billion in revenue in 2018. Studies 
suggest Fortnite is more popular with 
children because of the graphics.

The PUBG buzz
Jargon such as “Winner, winner, 
chicken dinner!” (win slogan), 
“Snakes” (players who go prone and 
slither around waiting for an ambush) 
are a pop thing among players. The 
popularity has also given rise to 
themed pre-wedding photo-shoots 
and parties. But the game is criticised 
as being addictive with children. 
Parents expressed concerns about 
the violence and bloodshed in the 
game. Reports say that the National 
Commission for Protection of Child 
Rights wrote to state governments 
recommending its ban. n

abid.barlaskar@afaqs.com

A Dummy’s Guide to PUBG
What on earth is PUBG and why is everyone  
talking about it? PM Modi knows enough about  
it to say “PUBG-wala” on stage. Do you?  
By Abid Hussain Barlaskar
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Cinema and cricket 
are the ultimate 
champions in the brand 
endorsement game 
in India. Marketers 

never run out of money when it 
comes to the stars of the ‘C’ universe. 
The 2016 Olympic Games changed 
the dynamics a little bit and now, 
between the shadows of two gigantic 
‘Cs’, a ‘B’ has started to twinkle. 

‘B’ is for Badminton. And 23-year-
old Pusarla Venkata Sindhu and 
Kidambi Srikanth, 26, became the 
torchbearers as sponsorship deals 
and brand endorsements touched 
new highs in a sport that was as 
understated as its players.

It is not as if India’s badminton 
players had not done well before 
this. Dizzy heights were achieved by 
players in the past on court – Prakash 
Padukone was world No 1 back in 
1980 as well as the first Indian to 
win the All-England Championships; 
Pullela Gopichand followed suit 21 
years later to become only the second 
Indian to capture the All-England 
Title. But it did nothing to excite 
brands to go after badminton with 
fat cheques. Till about three or four 
years ago.

Sindhu’s road to glory and riches 
is the stuff of legend. In 2016 at 
the Rio Olympics, she smashed 
her way through to the finals and 

won India a silver medal. That win 
opened up vistas unheard of in the 
case of Indian badminton. First off 
the blocks was Baseline Ventures, 
a sports management company. It 
snapped up Sindhu for a three-year 
exclusive deal to manage the player’s 
branding profile, licensing and 
endorsements that could be worth 
up to `50 crore in sponsorships and 
brand endorsements for the player. 
The brands just kept flocking to 
Sindhu after that, often breaking new 
ground - last year, for instance, she 
became Bridgestone India’s (the tyre 
maker) first brand ambassador.

The icing on the cake came early 
this month, when Li-Ning signed 
up Sindhu for a `50-crore, four-
year endorsement deal (`40 crore 
as sponsorship and `10 crore in the 
form of equipment). The China-
headquartered multinational 
sportswear and badminton 
equipment brand - set up by the 
retired Chinese gymnast, Li Ning, 
who had set the 1984 Los Angeles 
summer Olympics on fire by 
winning six medals (including 
three golds) in what was China’s 
first Olympics in 32 years - laid 
it out in style to wean her away 
from Japanese rival Yonex. All this 
despite Sindhu slipping one rank 
to No 4 in the World Badminton 
Federation’s January ranking.

This is not the first big 
endorsement deal that Li-Ning has 
announced. Last month, Kidambi 
Srikanth was roped in for a sum 
of `35 crore for four years. As a 
part of the deal, Srikanth can make 
up to `7.5 crore a year depending 
on his performance on court. He 
will also get badminton equipment 
worth `5 crore over the next 48 
months. Li-Ning didn’t stop there. 
It also roped in the men’s doubles 
pair of Manu Attri and B Sumeeth 
Reddy for a deal of `4 crore each for 
two years. Commonwealth Games 
champion Parupalli Kashyap too got 
a look-in. He is reported to have been 
offered `8 crore for two years.

It was Sindhu’s consistency that 

helped her peg the high value deal. 
“But Srikanth’s was a bit surprising 
as he is still not a household name 
in India,” says Shailesh Kapoor, 
founder & CEO, Ormax Media, 
a media consulting firm. Adds 
Kapoor, “Among athletes in India, 
Sindhu’s popularity is far ahead of 
even cricketers - barring Virat Kohli 
and MS Dhoni. The 2012 Olympic 
bronze winner, Saina Nehwal too is 
widely popular.” So why is money 
chasing the badminton players now?

SILVER LINING?
Li-Ning has its eye set on the 

`45,000 crore sportswear market 
in India. It wants to establish 
itself as a sportswear brand, as it 
successfully did in China where it 
has a turnover of $1.6 billion. “India 
is the second-biggest market after 
China and, in the next six months, 
we are going to consolidate in a 
big way,” says Mahender Kapoor, 

director, Sunlight Sports Pte, 
Li-Ning’s distribution partner in 
21 markets across Asia, Australia 
and New Zealand. Singapore-
based Sunlight Sports, is also 
the exclusive distributor for 
McDavid, Shock Doctor, Kason, 

and DHS (all of them are sports 
equipment or accessories brands). In 
India, Li-Ning and Sunlight Sports 
have a 51:49 joint venture (JV) where 
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Harsh Jain (L) and 
Bhavit Sheth,  

co-founders of Dream11

Sindhu’s is not the 
first big endorsement 
deal that Li-Ning has 

announced. Last month, 
Kidambi Srikanth was roped 
in for a sum of `35 crore for 

four years. There were 
more to come.

SMASHING 
SUCCESS
Eyebrows were raised when Chinese 
sportswear and equipment brand  
Li-Ning closed out two back-to-back high 
value deals with Indian shuttlers. 
A courtside view of what is happening  
in India’s badminton arena.  
By Anirban Roy Choudhury
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the latter looks after the brand’s 
operations. The JV has also tied up 
with Meerut-based Indo Rubber to 
distribute badminton equipment. 
“Soon, we will have a similar JV in 
Indonesia and Malaysia,” says Kapoor.

Li-Ning’s India business is worth 
around `70 crore at this stage, 90 
per cent of which comes from the 
sale of badminton equipment. Its 
rival Yonex currently rakes in close 
to `250 crore with Taiwan-based 
Victor at a distant `15 crore. The 
overall size of the badminton market, 
according to industry estimates, is 
less than `500 crore. According to 
Mahender Kapoor, Li-Ning has 
earmarked spends of `600 crore for 
marketing and communications over 
the next three years. “Badminton 
is not our only focus. Li-Ning in 
China is like Nike around the world. 
It is a sportswear brand that also 
manufactures badminton equipment. 
In India, our aggressive push now 
is on badminton. Soon, we will 
compete with Nike and Adidas in 
the sportswear category too,” says a 
confident Mahender Kapoor.

In two years’ time, Li-Ning wants 
to establish itself as a sportswear 
brand to reckon with and Kapoor’s 
target is to achieve a 90:10 ratio 
where 10 per cent of the revenue 
comes from badminton and rest from 
sportswear. Reebok, Adidas, Nike 
and Puma dominate the market while 
Skechers is turning out to be one 
of the fastest-growing brands. “It is 
a segment where everyone is trying 
different things but nobody has really 
cracked it. Skechers has done well 
and can emerge as the market leader 
soon. Our plan is to provide comfort 
at a good price,” informs Mahender 
Kapoor.

The sportswear market has room for 
more players, believes Amit Gugnani, 
senior vice president, Fashion - 
Textiles, Apparel and Engineering 
at Technopak (a management 
consulting firm). “The market has 
seen tremendous reinvigoration, as 
far as consumer adoption goes, not 
just on the basic parameters which 
impact overall retail but also when 
looked at from the perspective of the 
sportswear category. There has been 
a massive increase in people looking 
for sportswear, including footwear, 
apparel, and related accessories,” says 
Gugnani, adding, “Traditionally, 
India has had the Nikes, the Pumas 
and the Adidases. There is definitely 
scope for a new entrant to come in 
because the total number of brands is 
still very small.”

BADMINTON WAGON
As of now, Sindhu has 14 brands 

in her kitty and that is the most by any 
non-cricket athlete in the country. 

Her yearly earnings from brand 
endorsements after the Li-Ning deal 
is estimated to be around `50 crore. 
Virat Kohli, who ranked No 83 in 
Forbes’ list of the world’s highest 
paid athletes, makes around `160 
crore per year from the 17 brands he 
has in his kitty. In terms of per day 
charges too there is a big gap between 
the two athletes at the top of the heap 
in their respective sports. 

Virat Kohli, charges around `2.5 
crore per day if it is a long-term deal, 
while Sindhu gets between `1.5 and 
`1.75 crore a day. However, although 
Sindhu’s charges remain the same 
for both long and short deals, India’s 
cricket captain charges close to `5 
crore per day for shorter deals.

In India, brands look beyond 
cricketers only when they cannot 
afford them. But Saina and Sindhu 
are changing that line of thinking, 
believes Shailesh Kapoor. He says, 
“The amount of press coverage the 
brand ambassador gets is also very 
important. Badminton is a sport 
where even if Sindhu and Saina lose 
in the semis or quarters you won’t see 
negative press surrounding them and 

that is what make them stand out for 
brands and marketers.”

Advertisements, hoardings and 
press coverage play a vital role in 
starting conversations on social 
media, which then drives organic 
traffic and generates word of mouth. 
“The translation to social media - like 
posting selfies with a hoarding or 
blogs and vlogs are an integral part 
of brand endorsements,” explains 
Shailesh Kapoor.

When it comes to television 
viewership, cricket is far ahead of 
other sports. According to Broadcast 
Audience Research Council (BARC) 
India, cricket coverage on television 
was viewed by 711.6 million unique 
viewers between week 1 and week 
52 of 2018. In the same period, 
badminton coverage was sampled 
by 228.4 million unique viewers. 
“Football is way more popular than 
badminton in India, but the popularity 
is driven by Ronaldo, Messi, Neymar 
– all international players. That does 
not serve the purpose for Indian 
brands. On the other hand, Sindhu 
turns out to be the perfect fit for 
brands who want to drive the Desh 
Ke Liye sentiment. This is something 
brands cannot do even if they sign 
up Bollywood actors,” points out 
Shailesh Kapoor. 

Badminton has a lot of catching 
up to do with cricket and Cinema. 
However, the sport has come a long 
way in the endorsement game. In 
2009, Li-Ning came to India and 
roped in top players for a sum of `10 
lakh a year per player. The list had 
names like Chetan Anand, Arvind 
Bhatt, Anup Sridhar, Jwala Gutta and 
Ashwini Ponnappa. Yonex took them 
away, but the Japanese company had 
to reportedly fork out much more. 

In 2013, Li-Ning managed to get 
both Sindhu and Srikanth on board, 
but in 2015 - just before the Rio 

Olympics - Yonex managed to win 
the shuttlers back. Sources suggest 
that Yonex agreed to pay Sindhu 
`4.5 crore, three times the amount 
Li-Ning was paying her to sport its 
logo.

That badminton is becoming a big 
brand puller is evident from this bit 
of statistic - sponsorship deals have 
gone up, on an average, from `10 
lakh a year for a player just less than 
a decade ago to a dizzying `10 crore 
a year now just for Sindhu, despite 
badminton’s relatively low television 
viewership and engagement.  n

anirban.choudhury@afaqs.com 
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Badminton   228.4

Kabaddi  471.3

Soccer   487.2

Cricket   711.6

TG: All India 2+/ all channels  
Year: 2018
All events considered: includes live/highlights/ 
special features/ pre-mid-post.
Source: BARC

Unique Viewers  
(in million)

NOT JUST CRICKET

Li-Ning laid it out in style as it loosened its purse strings for Srikanth (right) 
and Sindhu 

SINDHU’S 14



Take the complete man out of 
his suit and what is he? Well, 
he’s still the owner of a well-

tailored Raymond suit. Raymond’s 
new campaign titled “Tailor Your 
Style” is a modern take on the age 
old art of custom stitching that 
perfect suit. We’re told that tailoring 
is one of Raymond’s biggest services 
and they have pretty big plans on 
how to take this service and make 
it appealing across the board. We 
caught up with Mayuresh Dubhashi, 
Executive Creative Director at Grey 
Worldwide to know more.

“The brief of the campaign was 
to make tailoring a choice again. In 
the world of fast food fashion with 
Myntra, Jabong and all the other 
players, it’s more RTW (Ready To 
Wear). The actual prowess of tailoring 
is a massive amount of customisation 
- the sheer number of possibilities 
when it comes to styling even basic 
pieces. In no way are we trying to 
replace ready to wear because that’s a 
whole different market.”

He also addresses the convenience 
of getting a suit stitched. “With 
Raymond’s tailoring hub, you just 
have to login, book an appointment 
and the stylist comes to your house, 
takes your measurements to make 
the perfect suit.” He explains.

 “While looking at how best to 
present tailoring, one thing that we 
agreed upon was that the act of 
tailoring is an art in itself. If you 
look at a foot on the pedal of a 
sewing machine, it looks like the 
foot on a drum pedal. The (sewing) 
threads look like the strings on a fret 
board…” And indeed, it’s the music 
that maketh the ad. Brand Musiq is a 
sonic branding company that does all 
its music for Raymond. 

“We started working on the concept 
before the shoot started because the 
music had to be conceived before 
the shoot to sync with. We worked 
very closely with the creative team 
at Grey as well as the director to 
understand the mood of the film, 
the approach, the idea. Music is not 
just an afterthought. We’re part of 
the process on every commercial 
from story board stage onwards to 
understand the mood and what the 
creative idea is, so that we also have 
time to do our research and work 
on sounds that’ll be different and 

retain the ‘thread’ of consistency.” 
Says Rajeev Raja, founder of Brand 
Musiq. We asked some industry 
experts to review the ads…

Siddhant Lahiri,  
head – strategic planning, Rediffusion
For most of India, a suit is the gold 
standard of haute couture for men. 
However, in recent times, there 
seems to have been a shift towards 
ready-made suits, especially in the 
metros. The idea seems here to make 
custom stitching look so cool and 
glamorous, that an ‘off-the-rack’ suit 
seems positively dull by comparison. 
It is possible that the traditional 
audience of Raymond’s has moved 
towards ready-made suits – and this 
is an effort to make them think of 
custom stitching again.

I wish the strategy had introspected 
a little more on the reasons people 
have moved away from custom 
stitching. My assumption, without 
any data, is that the reasons may 
have to do with the convenience 
and affordability. If that is the case, 
then making custom stitching more 
glamorous and aspirational is not 
the answer. The problem isn’t the 
imagery – so, trying to solve it by 
dialling up the imagery, seems odd. 

My bigger worry would be 
a cannibalization of their own 
readymade range. However, they are 
not necessarily saying that custom 
tailoring is the only way to go – so 
this is not a competitive stance. 

I don’t see competition from 
e-tailers because their customers are 

driven by cost. However, it may be 
able to lure the premium customers 
who can afford it. And those who are 
looking for that one fine suit – e.g. 
for weddings – will certainly find it 
attractive.

Ruchita Zambre, 
Senior creative director,  
What’s Your Problem
It’s a very functional strategy to 
show a range in tailor-made clothes. 
Raymond has always stood for the 
best quality cloth and perfectly 
stitched suits. It definitely feels like 

the brand’s intention is to retain 
that image and lure the newbies 
into the trend of custom-made 
garments. I think it is the feeling 
of wearing a ‘perfect stitched suit’ 
that you can connect with today’s 
youth more than selling products 
in such a blase manner. Brands like 
Raymond should not even try to beat 
the trends of Myntra, Jabong, etc. Its 
apples and oranges! Raymond has its 
own fan following and to extend that 
in the younger audience they need 
to change their mindset towards 
customised fashion. 

Megha Sadhwani, 
senior vice president, Dentsu Impact
Raymond and its offering of 
customized tailoring is known to 
everyone. However, the brand 
probably started being seen as mature 
and old school, and thus not very 
relevant for the millennials. With this 
campaign, it seems that the brand 
is trying to contemporise itself and 
make it relevant for today’s audience. 
Raymond’s offering of stitched suits 
is relevant as people today are clear 
about their personal style statement. 
Custom is at ion is what should help 
the brand against other players. The 
execution is young and fresh (I love 
the music treatment) and would 
surely make one look at the brand 
as well as the offering differently. 
However, it would have been even 
nicer had they capitalized on a strong 
insight and showcased a lifestyle angle, 
rather than pure functionality. n

aishwarya.ramesh@afaqs.com

Stitch in Time?
In its latest ads, Raymond tries to get men to opt for tailor-made suits. Will it work in the era of fast  
fashion? By Aishwarya Ramesh

e
RAYMOND

“We started working 
on it before the shoot 

started because the 
music had to be 

conceived before the 
shoot to sync with” 

RAJEEV RAJA
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Pharma company, Dr. 
Morepen’s Burnol, the 
60-year-old household burn-

relief ointment, is now part of 
social media culture and common 
conversations, complete with Twitter 
hashtag - #Burnol. While Burnol, as 
a product, is perennially used to treat 
burn injuries, a parallel narrative 
poses the ointment’s identity as a 
solution for figurative burns, ones 
caused by feelings of envy or jealousy.

Social media posts are rife with 
the mentions of the term ‘Burnol 
moment’, especially in posts which 
are slightly political in nature. For 
example, a populist step taken by the 
Modi-led BJP government would 
be a ‘Burnol moment’ for leaders 
of the opposition and its supporters 
and vice-versa. A similar scene 
could be seen among cricket fans - 
MS Dhoni’s successful inning on 
the field could count as a ‘Burnol 
moment’ for his naysayers.

Apart from popular discourse, 
in the past, media houses have 
also used the ‘Burnol moment’ in 
their reportage. However, what’s 
remarkable about the development is 
the way it has organically grown over 
the years while keeping the brand’s 
core idea of curing burns intact.

Another popular example of such 
an etymology could very well be the 
‘Kodak moment’ influenced by ad 
copies of the brand’s commercials 
from the early 90s. A ‘Kodak moment’ 
is the perfect life moment captured 

in a photograph. It could be the other 
way round if Burnol actually uses the 
‘Burnol moment’ influence in one of 
its commercials.

Unlike Kodak, Burnol’s 
development seems to have been 
unintentional and unplanned. 
Twitter, among other social media 
platforms, is abuzz with an ‘L-shaped’ 
ad of Burnol running on a news 
channel along a news item about 
the on-going Modi-Mamata tussle. 
While there is no way to ascertain 
if this was a coincidence or whether 
the brand and the media agency had 
planned to buy the spot depending 
on the context and news subject, this 
has added fuel to the fire. 

EXPERT SPEAK 
Rajesh Lalwani, CEO, Scenario 

Consulting says, “Once upon a 

time, life was not meant to be taken 
so seriously. For small burns that 
one encountered at home, Burnol 
was a handy remedy. Such was the 
power of the brand that ‘Itna mat jal, 
Burnol laga le’ was colloquially used 
in sarcasm when friends smelled 
jealousy. Ditto for small ‘figurative’ 
burns that life left you to deal with. 
Today, the term is back as the ‘Burnol 
Moment’.” While Lalwani maintains 
that the connect with Burnol as a 
cure for burns - real or figurative - 
remains strong and valid, the brand 
should do nothing to disturb it.

Brand and consumer expert Sita 
Lakshmi Narayan Swamy considers 
it a great development for Dr. 
Morepen’s brand and what it stands 
for. “...albeit, in a hilarious way, it has 
caught the imagination of a whole 
country and its media. So, in my 

view, let it ride. Let it be and enjoy 
the free publicity,” Swamy says.

“The ‘Burnol moment’ has 
become local currency. This is a 
pretty rare phenomenon in the 
lifetime of any brand since it usually 
cannot be forced. So, any publicity is 
good even if sometimes the context 
seems a bit negative. I am sure it has 
helped raise TOM (top-of-mind) 
awareness and brand recall. Also, 
people can see the humour in the 
coinage, so all this being in the news 
and being tweeted in the context of 
big names, is not at all a bad thing,” 
she adds.

“Some of Burnol’s taglines, 
historically, ‘jalega toh sirf Burnol 
hi chalega’ and ‘keep it handy, you 
don’t know when you may need it’ 
may be the reason that the ‘Burnol 
moment’ came up in local lingo. If 
the company wants to leverage its 
newsworthiness by integrating it into 
its communication, it would have 
to be done in a light-hearted, witty, 
tongue-in-cheek manner rather 
than a serious heavy-handed effort. 
Otherwise, just leave it be,” Swamy 
signs off. “What could be better than 
having epic ‘fan jargon’ associated 
with your brand? Unless it is used 
in a manner which is detrimental 
for the brand image, then the brand 
would need to take corrective steps. 
But if used in context, then yes, just 
let it be,” says Sunila Karir, founder 
and creative partner, Boing! n

abid.barlaskar@afaqs.com

Red Hot Property
BURNOL

The ointment’s core offering as a burn remedy is now popularly used to denote the discomfort bought on 
by figurative burns, the likes of envy and jealousy. By Abid Hussain Barlaskar

The pocket coffee candy brand, Kopiko, 
which belongs to parent company Inbisco 
India, recently caught our attention while 

we were browsing through LinkedIn.
While the message is getting through with 

its TVC, we wondered about the idea of today’s 
youth having a candy claiming to have real coffee 
extracts to stay awake. With regard to having 
Brand David Communications as their creative 
partner, in an exclusive chat with afaqs!, Barani 

Dharan Sivaprakasam, marketing 
head, Inbisco India, has this to say, 
“Our core TG are the millennials 
who are college goers and first-
jobbers.”

Rahul Vengalil, founder of 
What Clicks, a digital media audit 
and strategy firm shares his take, “This could 
have worked a few years back, but with the 
changing aspiration and, more importantly, the 

exposure and options that today’s youth have, 
I’m not sure if it will serve the purpose.” There’s 
also the fact that India is not primarily a coffee 
drinking country, save for pockets in the south.

“We shouldn’t forget that Kopiko have to fight 
with energy drinks, which is a much cooler option 
for the youth,” shares Vengalil. As a flavour, it 
doesn’t sound that new, but as a communication 

approach for candy, it seems slightly 
different. So, does positioning coffee 
in a pocket work? Manish Bhatt, 
founder director, Scarecrow M&C 
Saatchi seems to agree. “As a serious 
candy substitute for coffee, it doesn’t 
work. Candy keeps you active because 
one’s mouth has something to do - it 

keeps you active and going, yes. But giving you 
‘a kick’, doesn’t sound too believable,” he states.n

deepashree.banerjee@afaqs.com

Coffee Toffee
While most confectioneries are positioned as fun, here’s one that 
promises to mimic an Espresso shot. By Deepashree Banerjee

KOPIKO
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Yet another agency tries the out-sourcing 
model. We spoke to the leaders of 82.5 
Communications - Sumanto Chattopadhyay, 

chairman, CCO and VS Srikanth, CEO, about what 
makes their agency different. In today’s fragmented 
media landscape, most brands struggle with the problem 
of hiring too many custodians - each specialised firm has 
to be briefed separately. One trend that counters this is 
called ‘in-housing’ by marketers - wherein advertisers 
equip their internal teams with specialised skills - not 
the most time, and labour, effective solution.

To counter this, many agencies are trying out an 
outsourcing based model - the brand briefs just one 
agency, after which that agency commissions bits of the 
work to specialised shops out there, takes responsibility 
for all the inputs and delivers the final solution to the 
client. WPP’s 82.5 Communications, is based on a 
similar model; the team calls it an ‘open source model’, 
partnering with different firms depending on the needs 
of a given client, put all the solutions through a “brand 
filter” and serve a composite end result to the advertiser.

KV Sridhar’s HyperCollective is one of the most 
recent examples of such a set up. In the past we’ve seen 
firms like Utopeia Communicationz and Sideways do 
the same. There have been others too. Sumanto has 
been in the Ogilvy family since 1993 and held the same 
title at Soho Square until now. Soho will cease to exist 
as an entity and the agency’s clients will be handled 
by 82.5 (Bisleri, Franklin Templeton, Tata Motors, 
Havells, Lux and National Payments Corporation of 
India [NPCI] to name a few.)

Srikanth was director and CEO of Bates CHI & 
Partners India, the WPP agency that acquired Temple 
Advertising in 2014. Temple was founded by Srikanth 
(along with Manmohan Anchan and Vidur Vohra) in 
2004. Edited Excerpts:

What led to 82.5 Communications?
Sumanto: While Soho Square existed as a 

second agency of the Ogilvy Group; it has to 
have a distinct positioning and a distinct vision 
for itself; otherwise it shouldn’t exist. Everybody 
has a conflict management agency as a second 
agency and Soho Square started off like that.

Going into the future, if there’s going to be a 
second agency, it has to have its own positioning 
and vision and so we looked at the kind of clients 
that we had at Soho Square last year and realised 
that 90 per cent are Indian entrepreneurs. We 
had a few multinational clients too - what 
they looked to us for were Indian solutions; to 
Indianise their brands. We realised that that’s a 
very potent space for us to be in and that’s where 
the idea of coming up with 82.5 happened. 82.5 
is the longitude of Indian Standard Time - an apt 
name for an agency that’s going to be all about 
indigenous Indian ideas.

What makes 82.5 different from a 
conventional advertising agency?

Sumanto: Ours is an open source model 

where we are in the process of creating 
partnerships with various other companies 
which will bring other skillsets and areas of 
expertise to the table; ones we don’t have 
in-house. Typically, when a client comes to a 
creative agency, they want a TVC, outdoor, print 
or maybe a digital video. But most of the time, 
the requirement stops there. We can do all that in 
our sleep with the current team; but while we’re 
exploring digital, we’re also exploring social and 
we’re exploring content in many other forms 
too. Our existing clients may require other 
non-mainstream advertising solutions which 
we don’t do in-house currently, but we will be 
able to do through our strategic partnerships and 
always remain the ‘brand custodian.’

When you talk to clients, they’ll say that 
they have multiple agencies - they may have a 
conflict agency or a digital agency... what they 
feel is that those guys don’t get the brand right. 
The traditional network agencies get the brand 
right, but they don’t have the strongest skillset. 
That’s why we felt this would be a great model 
and give us a way to be agile without getting into 
cumbersome structures. 

So the advertisers needn’t have multiple 
brand custodians - you will do the out-
sourcing of specialised services for them...

Srikanth: Every agency has strategic and 
cross-structures because everytime something 
became fashionable, they’d invest in it. There 
was a point where DM was very fashionable 

so they invested in it. It’s just become 
convenient for them to manage all this. They 
have to drive integrated communication, 360° 
communication. Today, we truly are an open 
source agency, a small network of around 130 
odd people and we intend to stay that way.

Typically, traditional agencies have 150 
people doing digital and another 50 doing 
events, but we’re finding ways of integrating all 
that. We’ll be doing client communication first. 
Whatever solutions they require, we’ll find the 
answers; whether it’s available in-house or with 
our partners, it doesn’t matter. We will find 
execution partners and skillsets.

What kind of Indian brands are you looking 
to work with?

Sumanto: We’d like to work with Indian 
entrepreneurs who also run challenger brands. 

Srikanth: I would go after all the e-commerce 
start-ups. There’s also a significant segment of 
strong Indian FMCG brands, Indian durables... 
These are the people who are seeking meaningful 
engagement with their creative agencies. Even 
the definition of creative agencies has undergone 
many changes - they’re not working as a partner 
for communication solutions alone; brands also 
want the agency to tell them about the consumer 
segment, consumer insights they can tap into, 
how to grow the brand... it’s far deeper than 
what most creative agencies provide today.

We got 2-3 different types of clients. Some 
are Indian homegrown, a small client or a 
client with a `20,000-crore turnover. We also 
have Tata, Vasmol, ITC Goldflake (the largest 
FMCG brand in the country) and Himalaya 
(a `2000-crore company). We’ve also worked 
with Piaggio for Vespa, a foreign brand trying 
to connect with an Indian audience to Indianise 
their brand. Vespa had a great connect with the 
audiences of yesteryear (60’s and 70’s) and sort 
of lost that connection in the last three years or 
so. So, it’s not just Indian companies it’s also the 
made-for-India offerings of foreign companies.

Sumanto: What I find with some of the 
new-age mediums and solutions like mobile, is 
that we’re using the technology, but somehow, 
creativity got left behind. We’re at that nascent 
stage where just being on a mobile is going to get 
you a lot of eyeballs; it’s going to help you grow 
your business. However, tomorrow, when that 
becomes the vanilla approach for every brand, 
then it will come down to how creatively you 
use that technology and medium.

Srikanth: That’s true. Today, data 
is a differentiator, the medium you use is a 
differentiator, but everyone will be using the 
same thing two years down the line. We’ll be 
coming back to who’s saying it better; content 
will be king once again.

 aishwarya.ramesh@afaqs.com
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SUMANTO CHATTOPADHYAY - V S SRIKANTH

The Open Source Approach

“Put all the solutions 
through a “brand filter” 

and serve a composite end 
result to the advertiser.” 

SRIKANTH AND   
CHATTOPADHYAY
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TURKISH AIRLINES

In our interviews with ad folk 
for ‘The Agency Issue’, an 
afaqs! reporter special, many 

defined ‘content’ as something that 
people were hooked on to, enjoyed 
consuming and did that at will. 
The features mentioned here could 
very well fit Turkish Airlines’ latest 
commercial, The Journey. The 
digital ad is actually a six-minute-
long film; a thriller sequence directed 
by Hollywood director Ridley Scott.

The film features a woman, a 
007-styled spy, in pursuit of another 
mysterious woman. While the 
sequence begins at the Istanbul 
airport, the woman pursued leaves 
a trail behind to be followed across 
international travel destinations. 

Here’s what Hareesh Tibrewala, 
co-founder and Joint CEO, Mirum 
India, defines content as, “Something 
that keeps you engrossed... and you 
want more of it.” And, in the words 
of Rajiv Dhingra, founder and CEO 
of WatConsult, it is, “...something 
that can make you feel emotions...” 

So, when it comes to Turkish 
Airlines’ advertising, we inadvertently 
recall commercials featuring Lionel 
Messi. The best, perhaps, is the 
minute-long 2013 film featuring 
Messi and Kobe Bryant, where both 
compete over clicking a selfie at a new 
tourist destination. Turkish Airlines 
launched other such commercials 

featuring Messi around the same 
time. What’s significant is the shift 
from the one-minute ad film to the 
six-minute-long thriller sequence. 
Could this be the signifier of the shift 
from the ‘in-your-face ad’ ad to more 
subtle, embedded ‘content’?

In a panel discussion at our recently 
held vdonxt asia event, Anupam 
Bokey, vice president - marketing 
(CMO), RP Sanjiv Goenka Group, 
suggested calling video ad films 
“content” or “communication”. The 
latest Turkish Airlines ad was first 
aired at Super Bowl LIII and the 

brand calls it a “cinematic short film”.

INDUSTRY SPEAK
Carlton D’Silva, CEO and 

CCO, Hungama Digital Services 
says, “Longer format content helps 
to extend communication and 
storytelling. For example, Turkish 
Airlines can create a teaser for TV 
and if consumers are intrigued 
enough, they can watch the full film 
on digital.

“And for ad vs content, it also 
depends on the product and its 
communication. For a cold-cream, 

I’d first go with a 30-seconder to 
highlight the benefits of the cream; 
that’s an ad and not a piece of 
content. But it would be content 
if I make a film about beauty not 
being just skin-deep and build a story 
around it in a longer format. Both 
have a different purpose and will be 
relevant,” D’Silva adds.

“Once people know the product, 
I can go a step ahead and say what 
it stands for. It can be done with a 
more meaningful and longer film for 
a different audience, on a different 
medium. Today we have digital, 
tomorrow we might have immersive 
VR or some other medium,” D’Silva 
signs off.

Kunel Gaur, co-founder/creative 
director of Animal, a Delhi-based 
ad-agency, says, “Today, we can’t 
really differentiate between an ad 
and content; the lines are blurred. 
The content that is most shared 
and talked about is best in terms of 
promotion. An ‘ad’ is what we used 
to call such content previously.

“The term ‘content’ is more 
generalised. What we used to call 
media (images, audio etc.) some 
time back, is called content now. 
There are words like campaigns, 
content, advertorials that we use, 
but the typical ‘ad’ term has almost 
vanished,” Gaur adds.n

abid.barlaskar@afaqs.com

When an Ad Looks Like Content
Who doesn’t recall Turkish Airlines’ Messi Vs Kobe ad films? But the airline’s new brand film looks like an episode 
from a crime thriller. A look at the transition - and the trend it reflects. By Abid Hussain Barlaskar

Turkish Airlines calls the ad a
“cinematic short film”

Every ‘90s kid must be familiar with Boost’s 
famous catchphrase - delivered by Sachin 
Tendulkar during that era - ‘Boost is the 

secret of my energy’ (there have been variations 
in which he says ‘our energy’ too).

In 1985, World Cup winner Kapil Dev 
looked into the camera and said the same words 
to viewers. In fact that was the first time the line 
was introduced. Dev was with the brand for 
four years. Tendulkar endorsed the brand for 

almost two decades since 1991. Besides them, 
Boost has been endorsed by other cricketers 
like Virendar Sehwag and another World Cup-
winning captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni.

The new ad that features Indian advertisers’ 
current favourite, Kohli, has been created 
by J Walter Thompson. The ad is part of 
a campaign titled #PlayBiggerGame. The 
product proposition is stamina.

Our favourite part of the ad? “Aye, 
boundary...” (that’s how Kohli addresses a 
surprisingly talented player in the film).

The malt-based health drink by 
GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare has 
been around for over four decades. Launched 
in the mid 1970s, the brand was the first in its 
category to use a celebrity endorser to convey a 
proposition like energy. n

sunit.roy@afaqs.com

Nostalgia Trip
Boost is out with a brand new ad film that features Virat Kohli. As he 
utters the familiar words ‘Boost is the secret of our energy’, we 
can’t help but feel a little nostalgic. By Sunit Roy

BOOST
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Sony Pictures Networks India’s (SPNI) flagship 
Hindi General Entertainment Channel (GEC), 
Sony has emerged as the most watched channel 

in the urban Hindi speaking market (HSM) for 
consecutive weeks (Week 3). Three years ago, when 
SPNI roped in Danish Khan as the business head of 
Sony Entertainment Television (SET) and gave him a 
new team, the task for them was to establish the GEC 
as an urban hit. Khan feels the clear positioning has 
helped Sony set its course. Non-fiction shows like ‘The 
Kapil Sharma Show’ and ‘Super Dancer’ have helped 
Sony retain its top slot in the past weeks.

The Hindi GEC has had a tough time during FY18 
where the advertising spends in the genre declined by 9 per 
cent. In the same fiscal, the ad spend in Regional GECs 
grew by 5.4 per cent (as per KPMG). Hindi GEC, the 
biggest genre in Indian television which witnesses 27.7 
per cent of advertising money spent on television (second 
is Hindi News at 7.9 per cent), has new challenges to 
face. There is a constant rise in India-centric original 
content created by digital video platforms like Netflix, 
Amazon Prime, ALTBalaji and others, regional general 
entertainment content and the new tariff order allowing 
consumers to subscribe to channels on MRP. 

Khan, in an exclusive interview to afaqs!, says TV 
content will see many changes in 2019. Edited excerpts:

What does being No 1 in the Urban HSM 
market mean to you?

For the last three years, we have been 
focussing on the urban markets and the affluent 
audience. If we go deeper, while we are getting 
about 180-190 GRP (gross rating points) in 
HSM Urban, in metros we do more than 300 
GRP. In 1 million markets, we do more than 
250 GRPs and over 250 GRP plus in NCC A. 
We want to continue focussing on this market.

But, doesn’t that narrow your market?
Positioning is all about sacrifice; you cannot 

offer everything to everybody. Our positioning 
is that we are a channel which is targeting 
the urban and affluent markets. There is a set 
beyond this market who also consumes Sony, 
but we are not actively chasing them.

How challenging is that as you are not the 
only ones chasing the deeper pocket?

The challenges come in terms of out-of-
home activities like movies and dineouts from 
OTTs and the new players. English language 
content is also a big challenge in this market.

How different is the urban affluent market 
from others vis a vis consumption pattern?

These people are exposed to a wide variety of 
content and they are extremely quality conscious. 
A few things never work here. You cannot 
stretch a story beyond a point so you always 
need a finite series. You need to produce it in a 
real sense so production quality and authenticity 

become very important. Yes, it is tough to crack 
it in that market but, once you do, it is far more 
rewarding - both in terms of creative satisfaction 
and revenue.

Three of the top five programmes in the 
Urban HSM market are non-fiction shows. 
Why do you think fiction failed?

What is a non-fiction show? KBC, Bigg Boss 
and song and dance shows are more universal 
in their appeal. With fiction, you get into sub-
psychographics. So the success of a fiction show 
depends on the number of sub-segments you 
can appeal to. By the nature of its appeal, non-
fiction will always have a bigger universe.

What is going on in your new venture - the 
internal production house - Studio Next?

Studio Next is busy doing a couple of shows 
for us and more commissioned by players 
outside. Those announcements are in the 
pipeline. It is a new company and the team was 
set up just two months ago.

So, should the production houses making 
shows for you worry about Studio Next as 
they can easily become your first preference? 
And is it only making TV shows?

The ambition is to reach a point where Studio 
Next makes more shows for people outside than 
it does for Sony. Production houses outside 
Sony are still creating 90 per cent of our content 
and we will continue to have those relationships 

because they bring a lot to the table.

How do you see the TRAI tariff order 
where subscribers get the opportunity 
to buy channels on MRP, changing the 
content space?

Every channel will now have to identify its 
own market and be No 1 there. You can no 
longer go by width, you will have to go by the 
depth and the deeper you go, the quality of 
content will get better. What multiplexes did for 
Films, MRP has the ability to do for television - 
revolutionise the content.

From the advertising perspective, what 
changes would you like to see?

I would be delighted if this concept of CPRP 
(cost per rating point) goes and we move to CPM 
(cost per mile) or CPT (cost per thousand). 
CPT is an actual measurement; it means the cost 
for reaching out to an X number of people. The 
digital industry works on that and Print follows 
CPT, but Television is the only industry which 
does not work on actual numbers.

How does that help you?
Here’s an example - the circulation of a 

leading English daily would be one-fourth that 
of a leading regional newspaper and the value 
that the English newspaper is able to rake in is 
at least 10 times more than the regional daily 
only because you know who are the X number 
of people reading it. The moment you go to a 
CPT model, you know who these X numbers 
of people are and what are they consuming - 
depending on which you can charge brands. 
On TV, we see oranges and apples sold at the 
same rate. The measurement system has moved, 
from measuring only metros to bigger metros, 1 
million plus, rural etc.

The absolute number of people watching 
television has grown exponentially. Because of 
the CPRP model, the content creator never gets 
the value of absolute reach of that programme, 
which will change once we move to CPT.

What is it that you would like to see in 2019, 
in terms of programming?

If the vicious cycle of low monetisation-low 
investment transforms to high monetisation- 
high investment, as an industry, we will be 
much more influential. That would make me 
very happy. TV was dominated by American 
content for more than 20 years and suddenly 
we see Israeli and Turkish TV dominating the 
world. India, which has a population 130 crore 
and such an ancient civilisation and a huge 
amount of low-cost creative talent, is yet to 
make an impression on the world stage, mainly  
because of the lack of investment.

 anirban.choudhury@afaqs.com
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DANISH KHAN 

“Positioning is about Sacrifice”

“I would be delighted if
the concept of CPRP goes 

and we move to
CPM or CPT.” 
DANISH KHAN
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Some call him a human billboard, 
others just call him plain crazy, 
but Jason George’s love for 

tattoos is hard to deny. It’s even 
harder to miss, considering that the 
27-year-old has around 321 brand 
logos tattooed on his body. He’s been 
officially recognized by the Limca 
Book of World Records as well for 
having the most number of brand 
logo tattoos. His ultimate goal is to 
enter the Guinness Book of World 
Records but for now, he’s content 
with where he is.

“I’ve loved brands ever since I 
was young,” he recalls. The earliest 
brand logo tattoo he wanted was of 
Coca-Cola, and the first tattoo he 
did get was an arm piece with skulls 
on it when he was 16. “There are 
brands all around us and they’ve 
always fascinated me. You start 
your day with Colgate toothpaste 
and you end it with Good Knight 
(mosquito repellent). Brands are all 
around you, it’s hard to live without 
them. I’m very interested in how 
a brand functions, how it markets 
itself, how it captures a place in the 
subconscious mind of consumers.” 

Fuelled by a need to stand out 
when he was younger, Jason says that 
all his tattoos tell a story. “All of these 
brands have influenced me and have 
had a profound effect on my life.” He 
claims. “When I was younger, I used 
to buy Cycle Agarbattis and I got the 
logo of that tattooed on me. I also 
have the logo of Lijjat Papad tattooed 
on me because I appreciate that the 
brand is doing something tangible 
to help empower women and help 
them earn a living,” he tells us.

But when it came to earning his 
living and starting his career, it has 
always been a struggle. Jason is a 
college dropout who worked odd 
jobs to earn a side income. “I used to 
fix computers to earn some money 
on the side and that’s why I have 
these computer company names 
tattooed on me,” showing off tattoos 
of IBM, Cisco, and Intel on his legs. 
“My parents did not support me for 

getting the tattoos and I was at a point 
where I had to sell my cellphones 
to pay for them. So I’m very close 
to my cellphones as well. In 2009, 
I’d purchased a Micromax phone 
that got spoilt in a few months. In 
2011 or 2012, they released their 
Canvas series which was one of the 
few brands that carried the Android 
operating system. I took the plunge 

and I bought the phone anyway 
and I loved it. I have this habit of 
talking about brands to my friends 
and advertising for them by word 
of mouth. I kept telling my friends 
about how good the phone was and 
one of them casually remarked ‘Why 
don’t you get it tattooed on you?’ 
and that’s where it all began,” he 
says, pulling his collar back to reveal 
a tattoo of the Micromax fist on 
his shoulder. That one statement 
was enough to spark the desire to 

get brands tattooed on him again; 
prompting him to draw up a list of 
logos that he wanted to get tattooed 
on him and that was the starting 
point. Soon, a few logos turned into 
17 and then 47 and eventually he 
had over 100 brand logos tattooed 
on him. “That’s when I got the 
idea to create a world record with 
this because this is something that 
nobody has done before.”

When asked what he’d do if a 
company changes its logo. “It doesn’t 
bother me because I’m getting this 
tattoo for myself. I have logos that 

companies have changed but it’s my 
story. It won’t make a difference 
if the company changes because at 
that point, it had made a difference 
to me” Has he ever influenced a 
customer to get a brand tattoo? “I 
have. A client of mine used to work 
for Cisco. He felt it was right because 
he had worked there for a long time 
and I sort of egged him on. I told him 
that this is the company that gave you 
your bread and butter, you should 
get it.” he grins mischievously. 

Despite having such a close 
relation with brands, he does not do 
any brand endorsements or has not 
tied up with anything.  A company 
offered him `25 lakh to tie up with 
them, but in return, wanted him 
to hide or modify the competing 
brand’s logo on his body. He denied 
the offer. “These tattoos are a 
timeline of my life. They are a part 
of my identity. I straight out refused 
because I don’t want to change this. 
Just because I enjoy drinking Coke 
doesn’t mean I don’t like a Pepsi. 
Both brands hold value to me and 
that’s why I said no. I’m not doing 
this for the money,” he shrugs.

Which is just as well because when 
the dotcom bubble emerged in early 
2000, it was common practice for 
companies to pay money to get their 
logos and website names tattooed on 
them for a fee. However, when the 
dot com bubble burst, a lot of people 
were left with tattoos of websites and 
companies that were defunct. Does 
he have any regrets over any of the 
tattoos he’s got. “I do, but I can’t tell 
you which ones,” he signs off with 
a smile, maintaining the slight air 
of mystery around his tattooed and 
dreadlock-clad being. n

aishwarya.ramesh@afaqs.com

Branded
For Life
Meet Jason George, a Mumbai-based tattoo  
artist who sports 400+ brand tattoos. 
By Aishwarya Ramesh 

“These tattoos
are a timeline

of my life and a part 
of my identity. I’m 
not doing this for 

money.”
JASON GEORGE

George’s hobby was fuelled by a need to stand 
out when he was younger.
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BAJAJ AUTO
Bajaj has always had a very strong Indian 
identity. With the latest ad, Bajaj steered  
the narrative away from bikes and towards 
the riders. 
Creative Agency: Leo Burnett

PATANJALI PARIDHAN  
Baba Ramdev’s Patanjali is out with the  
first ad film for its apparel wing  
‘Paridhan’ that attempts to evoke 
‘Indiapan’. 
Creative Agency: L&K Saatchi & Saatchi 

HORLICKS
Horlicks’ latest ad film doesn’t highlight 
the product, but its packaging jars, which 
usually have a life-after-Horlicks  as 
household containers. 
Creative Agency: FCB Ulka

JOY 
RSH Global launched a marketing campaign 
for its brand JOY with popular actress  
Mouni Roy to inspire women to embrace  
the qualities that make them naturally 
beautiful.  

EARLYSALARY 
The fintech company has come up with a 
series of 10 video ad films to promote  
their fictitious ‘Month-End Collection’  
product range.
Creative Agency: Dentsu Webchutney    

RAYMOND
Raymond’s new campaign titled ‘Tailor  
Your Style’ is a modern take on the  
age-old art of custom stitching the 
perfect suit. 
Creative Agency: Grey Worldwide

UBER EATS
The food delivery app, instead of telling the 
users that it’s better than the rival brands 
(Swiggy and Zomato), decides to challenge 
the boring rivals inside refrigerators. 
Creative Agency: In house creative team 

TINDER
The dating app Tinder has rolled out  
its latest brand campaign ‘Adulting  
Can Wait’, which taps into Gen Z’s  
reality.
Creative Agency:  J Walter Thompson 

ARIEL
P&G’s detergent brand, Ariel has released  
a new ad as part of its ‘Share the Load’  
campaign. The first ad raised the question -  
‘Is laundry only a woman’s job?’ 
Creative Agency: BBDO India  

BANIHAL.COM
Banihal.com launched ‘#MeetTheOne’ 
campaign in partnership with the  
upcoming film, ‘Ek Ladki ko Dekha toh 
Aisa Laga’ featuring Sonam Kapoor and 
Rajkumar Rao.

BUMBLE
The American social networking brand 
launched a new campaign featuring  
Priyanka Chopra, who is also the face of the 
brand in India.  
Creative Agency: BBDO India 

DR. OETKER 
FunFoods by Dr. Oetker in its latest  
campaign - ‘#NothingLikeHomemade’ - 
attempts to make ‘Ghar Ka Khana’ more 
appealing for kids.
Creative Agency: Publicis Capital  

BROOKE BOND RED LABEL 
The tea brand has always stood for the 
cause of looking beyond stereotypes. 
Its latest ad tackles geographical 
discrimination.
Creative Agency: Prime Focus Technologies

VOLKSWAGEN 
Broadening the spectrum of premium 
mobility in India, Volkswagen released  
it’s brand new TVC for the all-new  
Passat.
Creative Agency: DDB Mudra Group 

HIMALAYA
Himalaya launched a campaign to create 
awareness about cleft lip and support  
free treatment for underprivileged  
children. 
Creative Agency: Roadrunner Productions 

WHATSAPP 
Through ‘Share Joy, Not Rumours’ 
campaign, the messenger app is on an 
advertising spree, attempting to teaching its 
vast user-base how not to use the platform.  
Creative Agency: Taproot Dentsu
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people
A round up of some major people 

movements in the last fortnight>>        MOVEMENTS/APPOINTMENTS<<

Tata Communications
Saugata Bagchi has started a new role 
as head of global content marketing at 
Tata Communications. The brand has 
rechristened its digital marketing efforts 
to create a content marketing team and 
Bagchi will be heading it. This mandate 
is all about working with and guiding 
a team of enthusiastic professionals to 
create the right content, published on 
the right brand assets, and leverage it 
with the right media vehicles.

VIP Industries
VIP Industries has announced the 
appointment of Sudip Ghose as the 
company’s new managing director 
(MD). Ghose’s current designation is 
CEO. Ghose (46) was also appointed 
as additional director of the company 
with effect from Feb 8, 2019. He will 
work as CEO till March 31, 2019. 

Renault India
Renault SAS France, has announced 
a leadership change in India effective 
March 1, 2019. Venkatram Mamillapalle 
will takeover as MD for Renault India 
and head of Renault Operations in 
India from Sumit Sawhney, who will 
be moving to a new position within 
the group. Mamillapalle will report to 
Fabrice Cambolive - chairman, AMI 
Region for Groupe Renault.

Dabur
FMCG major, Dabur India has 
appointed Mohit Malhotra as the 
company’s new CEO with effect 
from April 1, 2019. Malhotra, who is 
currently the CEO of the company’s 
India business, will succeed current 
CEO - Sunil Duggal. Malhotra, 49, 
joined Dabur as a management trainee 
in 1994 and handled key assignments .

Lowe Lintas 
Naveen Gaur has been elevated to the 
position of deputy CEO of Lowe Lintas. 
In his previous role, he was overseeing 
the North, East and South regions 
for the agency as its chief operating 
officer - to which he was promoted in 
2017. In a career spanning over two 
decades, he has been the chief growth 
officer at McCann Worldgroup India, 
and business director (at McCann) for 
clients such as Coca-Cola, Mastercard, 
Microsoft, Reckitt & Colman, General 
Motors, Bacardi, Dabur amongst 
others.

iProspect India
iProspect India, the digital performance 
agency from Dentsu Aegis Network, 
has appointed Karan Jaitapkar as 
executive vice president - technology. 
With more than 15 years of experience, 
Jaitapkar has worked in numerous 
media companies and helped them 
grow in today’s fast-paced digital world. 
He has worked with companies such as 
ZEE, The Times of India, Venture 
Infotek among others in the past.

Havas Media
Havas Media India has appointed R. 
Venkatasubramanian as national head 
of investments. He joins the agency 
from Initiative Media where he was 
serving as senior vice president. In his 
new role, Venkat will be based out 
of Gurgaon and will be responsible 
for driving media investments, 
partnerships and strategic thinking for 

all Havas Media clients across markets.

Ogilvy 
Ogilvy has announced the appointment 
of Ritu Sharda as chief creative officer, 
Ogilvy North. Sharda comes to Ogilvy 
with over 18 years work experience 
that covered work on brands such as 
Quaker Oats, Mirinda, 7Up, Zandu, 
Wrigley’s, SC Johnson and Exxon 
Mobil, McDonald’s, Samsung, Maggi, 
Dabur, MasterCard, Coca Cola, HP, 
Microsoft and HBO to name a few.

FCB Ulka
FCB Ulka recently announced the 
appointment of Shreekant Srinivasan 
as senior vice president and business 
director. In his role at FCB, Srinivasan 
will be heading iconic brands such  
as Horlicks, Hero MotoCorp, 
Hamdard along with Boeing. With 
a career spanning almost 20 years, 
Srinivasan has worked across agencies 
such as BBH, Leo Burnett, McCann 
Worldwide and Wieden and Kennedy 
in leadership roles.

Tonic Worldwide
Tonic Worldwide has roped in 
Akanksha Singhal as its business head 
- North. Singhal will be leading the 
agency’s operations in North and will 
be based out of their Delhi office. With 
over 13+ years of experience in both 
the agency and brand side, Singhal 
is an experienced professional with a 
demonstrated history of working in the 
marketing and advertising industry.

ADVERTISING
Flipkart
Kartikeya Bhandari, senior 
director - marketing, Flipkart 
has decided to move on from the 
homegrown e-commerce giant 
Flipkart and has joined an online 
home design startup Livspace. 
An alumnus of IIM Kolkata, 
Bhandari joined Flipkart as 
director brand marketing in July, 
2014. Prior to this, he worked 
with telecom giant Nokia for 
almost eight years where he 
was promoted to global product 
marketing manager before finally 
moving out of the company.

IBM
Adarsh Pete, Adobe’s India 
marketing manager - Adobe 
Experience Cloud, has now 
joined IBM. Pete has been 
appointed as IBM’s India, South 
Asia lead - Brand, Social and 
Corporate Advertising. With 
over 16 years in the industry 
Pete has had stints at Timesjobs, 
Tally Solutions, SAP Labs 
India apart from Adobe. In his 
new role at IBM, Pete will be 
responsible for consistent brand 
visibility/experience and tactics 
in India, South Asia market.

DIGITAL

Times Network
Times Network’s senior 
vice president (SVP) - 
marketing, news cluster, Anup 
Vishwanathan has moved on 
from the organisation. This 
was his second stint with 
Times Network. In January 
2017, Viswanathan moved on 
from Sony to begin his second 
innings as the SVP - marketing 
of the news cluster (Times 
Now, Mirror Now, ET Now). 

Eros International
Manav Sethi, former CMO 
of Balaji Telefilms’ digital 
video on demand platform 
ALTBalaji, has joined Eros 
International as the Group 
CMO. He will be based out 
of the entertainment giant’s 
Mumbai office and report 
to executive chairman and 
group CEO, Kishore Lulla. 
He joined ALTBalaji in 
January 2017 and continued 
till September 2018. Before 
joining ALTBalaji, he worked 
for close to four years with 
ecommerce platform Askme 
as its group CMO for India 
and Malaysia. 

ABP News 
With the vision to keep 
#deshkorakheyaagey, ABP 
News Network is all set to 
strengthen its national editorial 
team ahead of the Union 
Elections. Pankaj Jha, senior 
editor, Uttar Pradesh Bureau 
will be elevated as senior 
editor, national and political 
affairs with immediate effect. 

Jha holds vast experience of 
over 22 years in journalism 
and has been associated with 
ABP news for more than 15 
years. 

Zee Live
Zee Entertainment Enterprises 
has announced that Mona Jain, 
principal cluster head sales, 
will now take on the additional 
role of head revenues, Zee 
Live. Jain will closely work 
with Swaroop Banerjee, COO, 
Zee Live and will continue to 
report to Ashish Sehgal, chief 
growth officer - advertisement 
revenue at ZEEL. She has 
been a part of the ZEEL family 
currently heading the North 
branch at ZEEL and managing 
the revenue responsibility 
for channels like Zing, Zee 
ETC, Zee Anmol and Anmol 
Cinema, &TV and Big Magic. 

TAM Media Research
Siddhartha Mukherjee is 
moving on from TAM Media 
Research. Mukherjee was 
handling a dual role at TAM 
- as senior vice president - 
communications, TAM Media 
Research and business head 
of Eikona PR Measurement. 
While the news was confirmed 
to afaqs! Reporter by 
Mukherjee himself, he is yet 
to reveal his next appointment. 
He has been associated with 
TAM Media Research for over 
15 years. Mukherjee started as a 
PR professional and later took 
up brand communications and 
marketing. 
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